• WE BELIEVE that our Race is our Religion.

• WE BELIEVE that the White Race is Nature's Finest.

• WE BELIEVE that racial loyalty is the greatest of all honors, and racial treason is the worst of all crimes.

• WE BELIEVE that what is good for the White Race is the highest virtue; and what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.

• WE BELIEVE that the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion - Creativity - is the only salvation for the White Race.

* Creativity ~ The Religion of the White Race! *
Oath of Dedication and Loyalty

“I hereby pledge my undying loyalty to the WHITE RACE and to the CHURCH OF CREATIVITY: That I am a true member of the WHITE RACE and will faithfully practice RACIAL LOYALTY; and that at all times, I will practice the GOLDEN RULE, namely, to promote the best interests of the WHITE RACE.

“To the Creed of Creativity, I forever pledge my Life, my Sacred Honor and my Religious Zeal.”

RAHOWA!

The CREATIVITY ALLIANCE neither condones violence or unlawful activities nor do we promote or incite them, however, we demand that our unconditional right to freedom of religion be upheld by any means, and at all costs.

Your Government & Media Are Lying to You

... But Only Racists Say That

Did you know?

The Swedish Muslim dominated city of Malmo has had 30 explosive attacks since the new year and 4 grenade attacks in a week ... but nobody told you.

Just in case nobody's noticed, Muslims are have embarked on a campaign of Lone Wolf attacks on White people throughout Europe. This is not new, but for once, your government and media are having extreme difficulty hiding it or distracting the gullible majority by dangling one of us evil so-called White Supremacists in your face.

Quote from: MSM

22 July 2016

DOZENS of attacks, thousands of arrests and a seemingly endless cycle of death and destruction.

An eye-opening report reveals just how dangerous Europe has really become with terror attacks on the rise and arrests of suspects doubling in the space of just two years. Europol’s EU Terrorism Situation and Trend Report 2016 reveals the biggest threat Europe faces
are those attacks carried out on home soil by foreign fighters and lone wolves. According to the report, 1077 people were arrested in the EU for terrorism-related offences last year alone, almost half of which took place in France (424).

The 2015 arrests double those made in 2013, when only 535 were taken into custody. Almost all of those arrested last year, 94 per cent, were convicted.

The first to be admitted by your democratically elected government and mainstream media was the use of a truck by a Tunisian to kill more than 80 people on Bastille Day celebrations in France.

The second to be admitted was the axing murders of passengers on a train in Germany by an Afghani refugee - although German police now state he was more likely to be from Pakistan.

The third was last night's attack by a Moroccan Muslim stabbing a woman and her two daughters in the Alps in the South of France. Note: Most MSM outlets dropped this story while they were still at the point of denying any connection to religious extremism.

Not a Lone Wolf attack, but ... there was an attempted Islamic coup in Turkey - a future member of the EU. Turkey is a Third World nation that is supposedly democratic, and financially and socially stable and the European Union intends to expand to become the Eurasian Union. So any nog nation will do.

And then there are the numerous murders of Whites in the US by niggers connected to the Black Lives Matter movement, which has now spread overseas and is being used to unite all non-Whites in opposition against White people.
While in Australia, a sand-nigger in a Muslim initiated Black Lives Matter terrorist act has attempted to blow up a police station by driving a vehicle laden with gas bottles at the building.

So now we're at the stage where you can expect any Muslim to turn on you with deadly intent at any second and know that other non-Whites, who love this type of thing, will also murder you in the name of Black Lives, thereby gaining fifteen minutes of public notoriety at the expense of your or your loved ones lives. The ongoing RACE WAR is heating up. It's time to wake up White man - or die.

RaHoWa!

Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.

Brickbats and Bouquets

Correspondence from Friends and Foes Across the World

Welcome Back

RaHoWa! Brothers,

It feels great to be back in touch with like-minded people. It’s been a long time since I have been in touch. I can say I have not forgotten about the Church.

I hope everyone is salubrious and that I didn't miss too much.

Thanks
Brother Jim
Church of Creativity South Carolina, U.S.A.

Introductions

Hallo, Hi, Ciao tutti.

I'm new to Creativity - I'm Brother Frédéric living in Paris, France.

White French man single, 50 years old.

Sincerely yours.
Brother Frédéric

RaHoWa!

I was born in Bradley TN and raised in the Blue Ridge Mountains of GA. I currently live in Blue Ridge Ga. I am 6'0, have Dark Ash Blond Hair Green Hazel Eyes and Work Full Time. I'm stable, independent, and a Creator. I'm a goal oriented, loyal, respectable, maintained, healthy, hardworking, conservative, educated, and a salubrious Man.

I don't smoke drink or do drugs. I have a Holistic Diet. I enjoy reading literature the outdoors, sports, hunting, fishing, camping, hiking, climbing, repelling, jogging, running, and exercising. I don't mind heights. I'm trained in wilderness survival. I was raised in the southern country of United States of America. I have hiked across two states - Fl and Tn. I was raised in the southern baptist church bible belt, where the only acceptance is the Judaic Religion. I hold myself to a high standard. My mind-set is always on improvement and prosperity for myself and for my next generation to be successful.

I'm missing a very old biker leather jacket with three Hammered leather patches on it. It has
winged motor arms and a winged motor with a red AMERICAN red ribbon with black Traditional American Tattoo font on it on the back. It was stolen by a trash Nigger Supporter, JEREMY EDMAN TAYLOR - Born 1990 of Copperhill Tennessee.

Brother W.C. Gibbs
Church of Creativity Georgia, U.S.A.

Racial Greetings Brothers and Sisters,

I love the new website design. Congratulations on renewing Racial Loyalty Newspaper as a Newsletter. I hope to see it still available in another thirty years.

I have a few issues of Ben Klassen’s R.L. Newspaper that I notice you don’t yet have. I don’t have a scanner, but if I can send them to someone who’s willing to scan and return them to me, I’d be willing to give it a go. Who should I send them to?

And finally, I saw this picture of a darling little cutie on the web advertising a tee-shirt for the NYC Fire Department and just could not resist the opportunity to see her advertise for the CoC.

I hope you like the picture.

In Klassen We Trust ...
Brother T.C.
Church of Creativity Minnesota, U.S.A.

Our Reply

She sure is a cutie. Good effort brother.

Re R.L.: All we need are the scans, but if you are unable to scan them, send the original papers to Reverend Cambeul of South Australia. He’ll scan and post your issues of old Racial Loyalty back A.S.A.P.

The Obligatory Cowardly Hate Mail


Name and Address Withheld

---

Notice to our Readers:

All letters and email to the Editor as well as posts on Racial Loyalty News/Forum are read with the intention of finding suitable material for Brickbats and Bouquets. Anyone who wishes that we protect their anonymity please specify, and we will use only initials and the state and country of origin. All letters for publication are subject to editing for brevity and clarity.

Published by:
THE CHURCH OF CREATIVITY
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@CreativityAlliance.com
CreativityAlliance.com
Letters from Prison

An Update and Rats
By Reverend Dr Joseph Esposito
Imperator of Prisons
http://rahowadirectory.com/prisons

Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.,

White Racialist Greetings and Hail to you and all Creators who fight to save our race. Please add this letter to the Creator Prisons Website and include it in Racial Loyalty News.

Brothers, it has been over a year since Reverend Pat Tracy of Vermont ceased to be active and I am angry. I want every Creator to know that Tracy has many letters and photos of mine that he volunteered to keep in storage but is now refusing to pass onto Reverend Cambeul or back to me. I consider Tracy to be an enemy of Creators. In short, whether through neglect or deliberate deed, Tracy has stolen from another Creator and then intentionally gone into hiding. That’s that ... and now Reverend Cambeul is my only contact and support from our religion. He has supported me unfailingly for nearly ten years now – both with morale and financially. He even
bought me a television when he got a small payout from the army. That shows how dedicated a Creator and a friend Reverend Cambeul is.

EDITOR’S NOTE: $25 IS NOT MUCH TO US ON THE OUTSIDE, BUT TO A PRISONER, THAT $25 GOES A LONG WAY BUYING STAMPS, WRITING PAPER, SOAP AND OTHER TOILETRIES AND ESSENTIAL ITEMS.

I am in a Unit with Rapists, Rats, Fags, Wiggers and Red Niggers. Just my luck, only one good dude here with me, a White Racial Loyalist, but he’s Christian Identity – you know I stay on his ass!

I hope all is well with my brother and sister Creators and with the Alliance. As for me, I’m in the Hole because of a rat, but otherwise doing okay and in good health. I have enclosed a picture we took in 41AC of myself, Reverend John Barletta, and brothers John Reilly and Frank Easton.

I have also enclosed a photo of a rat to be posted on our Creator Prisons Website: Informant Scott “Nomad” Matthews ... and a copy of the Disciplinary Report that saw me locked in the Hole.

I should be out of the Hole by August. I’ll keep you all updated of any changes.

Reverend Cambeul, give your dog Nigger a pat and a treat from me.

Take care all and stay strong.

RaHoWa!

For a Whiter and Brighter World.
Reverend Dr Joe Esposito, Imperator of Prisons.
Church of Creativity U.S.A.
When Niggers Take Over
*Genocide of the White Race*

The Fraud that is Tiger Woods
THERE are times when that Nike swoosh can both resemble and act like a boomerang.

Nike last week announced it’s getting out of the golf-gear business. Business analysts have given business reasons, none of them in line with what I’ve seen, think and, perhaps, know.

Nike, beginning with its partnership with Michael Jordan’s obscenely overpriced signature sneakers, has always relied upon creating a feeding frenzy among impressionable and especially vulnerable males, starting with gotta-have-’em 12-years-olds.

In this case, however, Nike was barking up the wrong money tree. Golfers aren’t as impressionable or as vulnerable as high school kids who would equate a $225 pair of Third World, made-on-the-cheap Air Jordans to neighbourhood status symbols.

Golfers generally don’t pursue what Nike is so practiced and expert at selling — golfers don’t seek street cred.

Nike’s golf rise and fall began in the mid-1980s, with reasonably priced golf shoes to compete with other brands.

But in 1996, Nike’s blood began to rush to its head with the signing of Tiger Woods, the instant he turned pro, for $40 million over five years.

Funny thing about that day: Everything was instantly in place, all the deals were already done. Woods’ father, Earl, had been on the payroll of the rep firm IMG long before his son was delivered to IMG. Earl had been hired as an IMG “talent scout”, his salary funding Tiger’s far-flung and expensive amateur career.

And while he was still an amateur, IMG had made his deal with Nike — unless we’re to believe that the Nike/Tiger deal was negotiated and signed moments after he turned pro, then Nike/Tiger TV commercials were scripted, produced and shipped in the following few hours.

The late Frank Hannigan, as the former director of the USGA, was the only one with the guts and knowledge to identify Woods’ “amateur” career as a sham, that his father was paid to fund his son’s golf, then to deliver him to IMG, which delivered him to Nike even before he technically turned pro.

Hannigan concluded that the USGA didn’t, in Woods’ case, enforce its rules on amateurism — it gave Woods a free pass — because it feared
accusations of racism.

And then the Nike “attitude” sell began. In his first Nike TV ad, Tiger, who had previously claimed he never wanted to be thought of as a “black” golfer or even one of African-Asian mix, but only as a golfer, spoke of himself as a victim of racism — specifically how there are courses in the US that he’s not allowed to.

Sounded strong, but it was nonsense. Woods by then already was such a big name that if there truly was a course that would deny him playing access based on his race, he couldn’t name it. However, despite his Nike-assigned commercial social activism, Woods did regularly play clubs that disallowed women.

Older black pros, including Jim Thorpe and Lee Elder, resented Nike’s sell as a con, for it was they, not Tiger Woods, who had crashed pro golf’s racial barriers.

Woods also was portrayed by IMG, Nike and the media as the fellow who would strip golf of its exclusionary fences, someone whose name and presence would give America’s poor kids — especially African-American kids — cause to play golf. That, too, sounded good, but Nike, as a golf retailer, played the Air Jordans/status-symbol hand. Woods’ signature clubs, shoes and shirts became the most expensive on the shelves.

In the end, Nike’s golf division operated off the same marketing plan that would stoke the desires of 15-year-olds with little sense of proportion and no sense that they’re being had.

But most amateur, weekend golfers played Nike clubs, wore Nike spikes and swung at Nike balls because they, for the moment, liked them, and in the case of Nike balls, because they found them.

And those who didn’t play with Nike gear played with the gear they liked, and there were and are many good brands from which to choose.

With Tiger Woods, Nike cranked up its golf gear business without bothering to check two things: adults aren’t as easily conned as kids, and street cred on golf courses, even among the young, is worthless.

From the New York Post (U.S.A.)
Phil Mushnick, July 2016
http://www.nypost.com

White People Awake
White people awake! Save our great race!
You know our system’s run by secret societies
They’re doing what they need to bring the white race to Its knees
We gotta rise up now, white man take a stand!
If we all bond together we can take back our homeland!

We’ve taken a lot now, we ain’t taking anymore
I think that the time has come to declare Racial Holy War!
I think that the time has come, I think that you would Agree
Come on; join our creed, a new world for you and me!

A long time ago now, we were given Christianity
But now we’ve awoken and we want Creativity!
Our flags are flying high, to our banners we now hail
There is no stopping us, the white race will prevail!
[Rahowa – Declaration of War]
OH I'M TELLING YOU PEOPLE, THERE'S GONNA BE HELL TO PAY...

WHEN THE NIGGERS TAKE OVER AMERICA!

YO' DAD HA' PASSED. HONKY, YO' FO' PAPA'S WUZ BAD-ASSES, BUT YOU BE WEAK!

NOW TH' BLACK MAN SHALL RULE SUPREME IN DIS NATIONS!

HEEL DIS MUTHA-FUCKAH!

PLEASE, I DON'T WANT TO DIE. SOMEBODY!

SHE WAS THE PRESIDENT'S WIFE.

ARE YOU AFRAID OF YOUNG BLACK MEN??

YOU OUGHTA BE... THEY HATE YOUR WHITE GUTS!

LET'S FACE IT, HE'S RIGHT... THE WHITE MAN HAS LOST HIS FIGHTING SPIRIT!

BUT DIS FO' LADY, SHE A FANJ PIECE A WHITE TABLE PUSSY. GIT DOWN ON IT BITCH! HAW HAW HEE HEE.

BLAM!

WUB
Article

The Little White Book

A Book Review

By Brother Michael Jeffrey

http://racialobserver.com

The Little White Book by Ben Klassen and Victor Wolf

The Little White book (1991) is ostensibly a catechism of the Creativity religion and it has proven to be a very powerful recruiting tool for the Church of Creativity. This short pocket size booklet was a suggestion by a former pseudonymous Hasta Primus of the COTC Victor Wolf whom Ben Klassen entrusted with the task of putting this booklet together. Victor Wolf was a dedicated Creator who had escaped a communist regime in his native Lithuania. Victor consequently ended up in America and landed a job as an accountant before finding his salvation in Creativity. Victor was instrumental in this project as well as in putting together a portfolio of prior Racial Loyalty issues, ensuring that they would not be lost to posterity. We should all be very indebted to Victor Wolf for his salient contributions.

This very concise booklet outlines the fundamental creed of Creativity, for the layman or casual reader, who is unlikely to read out extensive Holy Books namely Nature’s Eternal Religion and The White Man’s Bible. The Little White Book explains who we are and what we hope to accomplish in a world gone stark raving mad. This booklet also includes some pertinent articles that exemplify the writings of our founder and original Pontifex Maximus Ben Klassen. Also included are “sound bites” basically talking points or what is now commonly referred to as memes, which can be of use to our members.

This is a very nice booklet that runs in at 48 pages. The Little White book should be referred to by Creators often, and handed out by our members to potential recruits. The only issue that I had with this current edition, is that it does not include the drawing of our first martyr Brian Kozel who was only 19 and was unfortunately shot down by a mestizo menace while distributing Creativity literature. Read this booklet and make it your duty to distribute it.

Support Your Local Creator
https://rahowadirectory.com/prisons
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Joseph Esposito #20315402
Oregon State Prison
2605 State St.
Salem, Oregon
U.S.A. 97310
http://rahowadirectory.com/esposito

John C. Barletta #80698
Central N.M. Correctional Facility
P.O. Drawer 1328
Los Lunas, New Mexico
U.S.A. 87031-1328

Joel Dufresne #257173
Chippewa Correctional Facility
4269 W. M-80
Kincheloe, Michigan
U.S.A. 49784
http://www.joeldufresnecase.com

George D. Loeb Jr #292124
Martin C.I.
1150 S.W. Allapattah Road
Indiantown, Florida
U.S.A. 34956-4396

Stephen Masten #MK3933
Rockview C.I.
Box A, 1 Rockview Place
Bellefonte, Pennsylvania
U.S.A. 16823

James Holbrook #48051-177
Federal C.I. Seagoville
PO Box 9000
Seagoville, Texas
U.S.A. 75159-9000

Cory Traxler #14555-040
Federal C.I. Greenville
PO Box 5000
Greenville, Illinois
U.S.A. 62246
Notice: Our original stock manufacturers and suppliers for Creativity Storefront have been forced to ban us due to anti-White demands by PayPal. However, despite the numerous attempts to shut us down Creativity Storefront continues. The website is Under Reconstruction and new suppliers have already been sourced. All of our previous stock is either available or has been replaced.

Unfortunately, we no longer have the facilities for you to open your own store, but you may contact us with your own custom designs.

All order requests can be made via Admin@creativityalliance.com ... or ask at Racial Loyalty Forum

---

**Creativity Storefront**

Choose from our Extensive Stock
Design Your Own
Open Your Own Free Store!

---

Creator Logo Black T-Shirt
$16.99

Creativity - Men's Hoodie
$51.99

Church Logo Gold - T-Shirt
$16.99

Creativity Legions - T-Shirt
$15.99

Church Logo Gold - Shirt
$14.88

Church Logo Gold - White Cap
$10.99

Creativity Calendar
$14.88

Creator - Not Skinhead - Shirt
$16.99

Church Flag - Large Vertical
$21.00

Church Stickers - Oval (10 pack)
$9.99

Church Stickers (10 pack)
$14.88

Rahowa theTeddy Bear
$11.99

... CreativityStorefront.com
Creator Classifieds

Buy, Swap, Sell, Donate & Get Active
Place Your Own Ad Here!

Available From Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@creativityalliance.com
Ask for postage costs prior to placing order

The Little White Book 40th Anniversary Edition: $20
The Creativity Alliance Members’ & Supporters’ Handbook: $15

Creator Flags 6x4 (feet): $35

Creativity Alliance Cloth Patches: $7
Church Logo Cloth Patches: $7

Custom Orders and Delivery by Arrangement